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Material and furniture selections was an important step in 
creating the LEED building.  All furniture came from Herman 
Miller and was either Green Guard certified Silver or Gold or 

was Cradle to Cradle certified Silver or Gold.  All paint used in 
the space had no VOC from Sherwin William’s green line.  All 
flooring comes from recycled content and is 100% recyclable 

after use.



The educational component of the space allowed for visitors to 
do something interactive while visiting the office or even waiting 
to be seen by someone.  Above the refrigerated cabinets and 
instructional display board a push pin area has been specified.  

In this area is where the employees and guests can interact with 
each, even when both parties are present.  Articles and photos 

about sustainability or FDA improvements can be posted along side 
great recipes discovered by some of the mixing of the fruit.
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Level 2
12' - 0"The office space is surrounded on two sides by orange glass 

partitions.  To have workers visible can make an office space 
seem more approachable.  Having an approachable office 

was an important part of developing the space because 
it encouraged group projects and team work.  In addition 
to this having workers visible to guests sends a message to 

visitors that the company has no secrets and is honest about 
their motives and product.    

I also chose orange as the color for the tinted glass because 
I thought when the light would filter through the glass it 

would create warm casts.  Office studies have shown that 
employees work better when they’re in a comfortable 

environment, so the orange hues will hopefully make the 
cold Chicago weather seem warmer and more inviting.
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